
Grammar 
Is/Are there ... ? 1 Complete the questions and answers. 

Singular a) 'Is there a computer in your living room?' 'Yes, there is.' 'No, there isn't.' 

Is there a mirror? b) 'Are there any plants in your kitchen?' 'Yes, there are.' 'No, __ .' 

Yes, there is. c) '__ there __ pictures in your bedroom?' 
No, there isn't. d) '__ there __ carpet in your bathroom?' 

Plural e) '__ there __ television in your bathroom?' 

Are there any plants? f) '__ there __ cushions in your bedroom?' 
Yes, there are. 
No, there aren't. 

2.34 Listen, check and repeat. 

2 Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in Exercise 1. 

• page 130. Read the explanation and do the exercises. 

4 Student A: page 118 Student B: page 123 

Pronundation 
1 2.35 Listen and repeat the words in the box. Do you pronounce the consonants 

in red? 

3 

Vocabulary 

1 Look at the photo and 


complete the sentences. 


a) There's a rug on the floor. 


b) There's a lamp ... 


c) There's a magazine .. . 


d) There's a plant ... 


e) There are some cushions .. . 


f) There are some pictures .. . 


in the corner. 
next to the sofa. 
on tRe floor. 
on the sofa. 
on the wall, above the sofa. 
under the coffee table. 

2.33 Listen, check and 
repeat. 

2 	 Describe the location of the 
things in Exercise 1 in your 
home. 

There's a lamp on the table next to my bed 
in my bedroom. 

autumn /'o:t~m/ cupboard /'kAb~d/ eight /elt/ ~land /'aIl~nd/ know /n~u/ 

listen /'hsn/ receipt /n'si:t/ write /ran/ 

2 	 Practise the words. 

62 Hotel 











 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Cross the wrong one out. 
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Near my house … 

1. there are/ there is some shops. 

2. there is/ there are a hotel. 

3. there is/ there are some bars? 

4. there is/ there are an Italian  

Restaurant 

5. there is/ there are a park. 

6. there are some / a trees. 

7. there aren´t / there isn´t any shops. 

8. there aren´t/ there isn´t a hotel 

9. there isn´t a / any restaurant.  

10. there aren´t some / any bars.  

B. Complete these sentences 
with words from the bubble. 
 
1. There are______________________ 

on the windows. 

2. There is ________________________ 

on the coffee table?  

3. There is a _______________________  

on the floor. 

4. There aren´t any _____________________.  

5. There isn’t _________________________ to eat, 

near a coffee table? 

6. There are ________________________ in 

the bookcase 

7. There are _______________________  

on the carpet. 

8. There are ___________________________ 

in the room. 

 

 

 

 

● some curtains 

● a lamp 

● two sofas 

● a plant 

● plenty of  

  books 

● carpet 

● three coffee 

tables 

● cushions 

 

C. Build sentences from these prompts. 
 

1. There not to be/ any pictures/ on the wall    ______________________________________________ 

2. There to be/ any cushions/ on the sofa?    _______________________________________________ 

3. There to be/ a shower / in the bathroom   ________________________________________________ 

4. There to be/a plant / in the corner?     ___________________________________________________ 

5. There to be/ any rugs / in your bedroom?  _______________________________________________ 

6. There not to be/ a bookcase / in the living room.  _________________________________________ 

7. There to be/ a mirror/ in the bathroom?  _________________________________________________ 

8. There not to be/ a cooker / in the bedroom  ______________________________________________ 
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